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WHAT?
The Master in Design for Emergent Futures (MDEF)
is an immersive learning program that focuses on
Barcelona city as an experimental playground, in
which design can be used to understand, develop,
test and speculate interventions that respond to
the wicked problems of our time.
The master evolves the practice of design beyond
objects, aesthetics, form-finding and pure speculation
through an approach of ‘designing interventions’
and hands-on-learning. The approach enhances the
technical capabilities of designers in digital fabrication,
artificial intelligence, and synthetic biology in order for
them to physically explore their ideas. On the other
hand, the approach elevates the critical thinking of
designers and provides them with communication
tools and philosophical understanding to build new
narratives about the possible futures that can be
triggered in the urban context of today. MDEF is one
of the newest programs at IAAC. It collects the solid
design and academic knowledge of Elisava School of
Design and Engineering, professional and research
experience of Fab Lab Barcelona and the pioneering
distributed education model for digital fabrication of
the Fab Academy program.
MDEF is a nine-month experience for professionals
and graduates who want to expand and calibrate
their interests and acquire the skills to turn protests
into prototypes, ideas into actions, and code into
things. The programme is structured into four critical
steps: Exploration, Instrumentation, Reflection, and
Application. Through these four steps, the master
provides designers, sociologists, economists and
computer scientists the strategic vision and skills
to become leaders of change in many professional
environments that deal with design, complexity,
innovation, and disruption.
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WHY?
It has been suggested that humans
have become the most important
geologic agents on planet Earth;
more profoundly destructive than
volcanoes, earthquakes or hurricanes.
By controlling certain natural
systems, we have changed global
interactions, producing unanticipated
consequences in climate, ecosystems,
and infrastructure. ‘Design’ can give us
the power to shape the environment
and the imagination to create the
desired reality. We need the support
of technology and the skills it can
enable. Design is a powerful tool
for transformation. But designing
emergent futures is not about looking
for moonshots or massive solutions to
solve all our problems at once. Instead,
it proposes the creation of learning
environments to experiment and
speculate with new narratives around
desired futures. It calls for the design
of small-scale, sustained interventions
to approach large-scale challenges;
it looks to scalable approaches to
dissolving wicked problems at multiple
scales, instead of solving them with
single shots.
The biosphere, financial markets, family
structures, and business models are
being challenged in one of the most
important transition periods of human
history. While the industrial revolution
produced innumerable benefits
to society, we are now confronted
with a plethora of complex and
interconnected problems that challenge
our productive model: climate
emergency, social inequality and the
centralisation of wealth and power.
The moment is now for us to formulate
new questions for technology and to
redefine its role in society, to create
promising and viable emergent futures
for humanity to thrive, not just survive.
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WHO?
MDEF is an intensive program that is aimed for explorers that can
consider themselves designers, architects, urbanists, economists,
sociologists, artists or technologists, who want to become leaders
and agents of change for radical transformation of the current
state of affairs. This master program is for individuals who are
looking to incorporate emergent technologies as part of their set
of skills as designers and agents, as well as to develop the mindset
to deal with the extreme complexity of the wicked problems of
our time. We are convinced that higher education can offer the
opportunity for graduates and professionals to upgrade their set
of skills, previously developed in more traditional environments.
MDEF invites students to unlearn first, and to embrace a process of
continuous learning during the program, and after graduation. MDEF is
about learning how to learn. This master is also for activists, technology
enthusiasts, and the misfits that do not want to be part of the 5 to 9
work cycle, and that are convinced about the need for constructive
approaches to deal with both the ecological and social crisis of today,
in order to make possible a tomorrow for all. We welcome students
that are willing to go beyond their comfort zone, and experiment in the
city of Barcelona, while interacting with local communities of practice,
experts, social leaders, scientists, and professionals in different fields, in
order to scout for opportunities to intervene in the real world through
design, and to enable a progressive and expiral iteration process
for their projects to evolve during the program, and that could open
various possibilities to continue beyond MDEF, either within X Futures
or with other organizations.

PROFESSIONALS OPPORTUNITIES
The Master in Design for Emergent Futures program is designed
for leaders. It does not offer job positions under the current
industrial context. MDEF graduates might find employment
opportunities such as Chief Complexity Officer, Chief Disruption
Officer, and work in collaboration with innovation teams in small,
medium and large companies. Graduates can continue their
research agenda within more traditional academic institutions, in
the format of academic masters or PhDs.
Graduates will also be supported to become entrepreneurs and
create job opportunities for themselves and others by turning
their ideas into real world projects with selected students offered
the opportunity to incubate their projects through the optional
second year Impact Incubation Program, X Futures
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Credits: 75 ECTS
Direction: Tomás Díez & Oscar Tomico
Duration: 09 Months
From October 2020 to June 2021 // Immersive and full time
Language: English
Admission: Bachelor or higher degree in Industrial Design,
Product Design, Urban Design, Graphic Design, Interaction
Design, Computer Science, Engineering (Mechanical,
Chemical, Product, Material), Sociology, Anthropology,
Economy, and other related professions.

Direction: Tomás Díez & Oscar Tomico

X FUTURES
IMPACT
INCUBATION
PROGRAMME
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Edition: 3rd Edition

Duration: 09 Months
Language: English
Admission: MDEF Alumni.
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MDEF follows the strategic approach of the Fab City Global Iniaitive, illustrated in the Full Stack.
Through multiple scales and opportunities of intervention, the Master aims to build evidence based
knowledge through student’s projects, which will be connected with opportunities for collaboration
both locally in Barcelona, and through the international Fab Lab and the Fab City Networks.
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HOW DESIGN FOR
EMERGENT FUTURES
APPROACH
Our economic, environmental and social
paradigms are challenging the status quo of
a 250-year-old industrial society. The role of
design has changed significantly during this last
quarter of a century.

MDEF approach to “designing interventions”
provides the platform for students to work on
identifying their purpose as designers, build the
skills needed to align that purpose with their
design practice, and develop a project during
the master that will serve as a starting point for
the future professional career. The MDEF master
project aims to become an intervention in the
real world, and at the same time a catalyst for
students to refine their role as designers to
produce change.
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The beginning of the 20th century brought
fundamental transformations, which can help
to understand how we live today. We saw the
birth of wireless communications, oil as a source
of energy and raw materials, automation as
a production process, and many new forms
of organizing our economy and society. Every
moment of convergence in technology and
socioeconomic systemic change is built out
of historical transformations that took place
centuries ago. Most recently, these are taking
place in even shorter periods of time. Decades
become years, years become months; change is
happening rapidly, yet operates paradoxically
inside the previous layers of transformations.
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PROGRAM STRUCTURE
The Master in Design for Emergent Futures is organized in three terms (Oct-Dec |
Jan-Mar | Apr-Jun), each including Design Studios, complementary Seminars and
experts’ masterclasses. In addition, a Research Trip is included in the master.
In this Master, we don’t teach students a methodology nor a set of golden rules to
be applied in given assignments. Instead, we introduce the MDEF as a journey and
exploration on how projects be manifestos to introduce new outputs.
We support students in the development of their identity and vision, and encourage
them to grow their unique set of skills, knowledge and attitude in order to navigate
through the uncertainty inherent when designing possible futures.
The Design Studios are the main part of the program as they focus on real world
experimentation and socio-technical development. During the year, students will be
developing technical, aesthetic and conceptual skills by working on real-life scenarios.
Seminar sessions are designed to delve into specific domains of knowledge and are
delivered by relevant experts, including both practitioners and scholars. Throughout
the academic year, international experts in the field of design and emergent
technologies will be contributing to the program as guest lecturers.
The Master in Design for Emergent Futures is a journey through time and multiple
dimensions, which when intersected, opens a new point of view, understanding
and translating ideas into projects.
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EXPLORATION

INSTRUMENTATION

We expose the students to
a set of technologies that
have the capacity to disrupt
our present understanding
of society, industry and the
economy.

We provide a set of skills and
tools that will help to translate
ideas into prototypes, and
prototypes into products, which
can then be tested and iterated
throughout the design process.

REFLECTION

APPLICATION

We support the students
in the development of
their identity and skill set,
knowledge and attitude as
designers of possible futures.

We encourage students to create
a culture of making where
prototyping acts as a generator
of knowledge, and interventions
become message carriers of a
future that is about to come.

The Master in Design for Emergent Futures is connected with the Exploring Emergent Futures
platform at the Royal College of Art, London, which has been developed by James Tooze and
Tomas Diez since 2015.
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These four dimensions are:
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SEMINARS & WORKSHOPS
APPLICATION | TERM 1,2,3

RESEARCH, DESIGN &
DEVELOPMENT STUDIOS
TERM 1
RESEARCH STUDIO

TERM 2
DESIGN STUDIO

TERM 3
DEVELOPMENT STUDIO

Analyzing the past.
References, state of the art.
Identifying areas of interest.

Forming the present.
Building the foundations.
Applying knowledge into
practice. Prototyping and
experimenting.

Defining the future.
Establishing roadmaps.
Forming partnerships. Testing
ideas and prototypes in the
real world.
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Aim to take research areas of interest and initial project ideas into an advanced concretion point, and
execution plan. The studio structure in three terms could be understood as follows:
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SEMINARS & WORKSHOPS
INSTRUMENTATION | TERM 1,2,3

FAB ACADEMY
The Fab Academy is a distributed educational model directed by Neil Gershenfeld of MIT’s Center For
Bits and Atoms and based on MIT’s rapid prototyping course, MAS 863: How to Make (Almost) Anything.
The Fab Academy began as an outreach project from the CBA, and has since spread to Fab Labs around
the world. The program provides advanced digital fabrication instruction for students through an
unique, hands-on curriculum and access to technological tools and resources.
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During this 6-month programme, students learn how to envision, prototype and document their projects
and ideas through many hours of hands-on experience with digital fabrication tools, taking a variety of
code formats and turning them into physical objects.
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X-FUTURES

IMPACT INCUBATION
PROGRAM
The first-year students of the Master in Design
for Emergent Futures have the possibility to
continue developing their research agenda
in a newly created acceleration program, X
futures, organized in partnership with Fab Lab
Barcelona, the Fab Lab Network, Space10, Seeed
Studio, Kickstarter, among other companies
and organizations supporting the research
and innovation agenda to explore and design
emergent futures.
The X futures impact incubation program
allow participants to continue their research
and innovation agendas using a multiscalar,
experimental, and realistic approach, and by
turning the final projects developed in the first
year of the master program into living platforms
for academic research, business development,
or direct impact in open source communities.
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The incubations program aims to incubate and
accelerate projects, by helping them to scale,
and developing distribution and sustainability
strategies.
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X-FUTURES

IMPACT INCUBATION PROGRAM
X futures combines the academic, business and maker approaches in order to make them
instrumental in designing emerging futures. Thanks to this combination, participants will
be able to continue developing forward their hybrid profiles created during the first year of
MDEF and already implemented in their projects.
Researches’ agendas during the X futures program will have three different approaches
and possible directions after the program’s completion.
Projects’ outputs will range from:
a) the knowledge developed and its contribution to academia
b) to set up a business model plan and implement it, and
c) or create an open source community to enable direct impact.
We offer a unique approach to combine these three dimensions to develop students
projects and to support the best combination to increase their impact in the real world.

TERM 1
INCUBATION
ALPHA

TERM 2
NURSERY
BETA

TERM 3
ADOPTION
V.1

Objectives:
1. Identifying needs
2. Definition of project’s
horizons and milestones
3. Residency with partners
(Shenzhen, Copenhagen..)
4. Market analysis and
value proposition
5. Execution plan
6. Definition of
partnerships and funding
opportunities.

Objectives:
1. Design from
manufacturing
2. Design from context
3. Engineering sample/
first release

Objectives:
1. The student or group
will learn how to write
about the product.
2. The product is finalized
to the market.
3. Small batch/project
deployment.
4. Testing with
users, communities,
professionals, and other
relevant agents.

EXECUTION

Every week or every second week, we have a global meeting for global review, lesson
by an expert, weekly exercise to deepen the knowledge and matchmaking with the
collaborators.
Researchers work together, with mentors and companies the rest of the time to fulfill
weekly tasks and work on the prototype.
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NOTE: the organization of the terms if subjected to changes according to partners availability to host researchers
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PROGRAM STRUCTURE
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FACULTY
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TOMÁS DIEZ

OSCAR TOMICO

tomasdiez@iaac.net
tomasdiez.com
@tomasdiez

otomico@elisava.net
www.elisava.net/en/teaching-staff
@otomico

Tomas Diez is a Venezuela-born Urbanist
who specializes in Digital Fabrication and
its implications for the future of cities
and society. He is the Director of Fab Lab
Barcelona at the Institute for Advanced
Architecture of Catalonia, where he also
leads the Master in Design for Emergent
Futures. He is the European Project
Manager of the Fab Foundation, and the
Executive Director and founding partner
of the Fab City Foundation. Tomas holds
bachelor degree in Urban Planning from
the Universidad Simon Bolivar (Caracas
– Venezuela), a Diploma in Social Work
at the University of Havana (Cuba), a
Master in Advanced Architecture by IAAC
(Barcelona), and a Diploma on Digital
Fabrication in a pilot program on the class
“How to Make Almost Anything”, offered
by Massachusetts Institute of Technology’s
Center for Bits and Atoms (CBA) in 2008
as the year zero of the Fab Academy. He
has been been a close collaborator in
the development of the Fab Lab Network
together with MIT’s CBA and the Fab
Foundation since 2007.

Oscar Tomico holds an MSc degree in
Industrial Engineering from Polytechnic
University of Catalonia (Spain) and a
PhD from the same institution, awarded
in 2007 with Cum Laude. During his
research into Innovation Processes in
Product Design, he investigated subjective
experience-gathering techniques based on
constructivist psychology. After finishing
his PhD he worked as a consultant for
Telefonica R&D (Barcelona). Tomico joined
Eindhoven University of Technology (TU/e)
in 2007 as Assistant Professor. He has
been a guest researcher and lecturer
at AUT Creative technologies (New
Zealand), at TaiwanTech (Taiwan), Swedish
School of Textiles (Sweden), Institute of
Advanced Architecture (Spain), University
of Tsukuba, Aalto (Finland) to name a
few. During his sabbatical in 2015 he
worked as a consultant for the functional
textiles department at EURECAT (Spain).
He recently (2017) became the head of
the Industrial Design Bachelor’s degree
program at ELISAVA University School of
Design and Engineering of Barcelona.

Head of Studies:
MATHILDE MARENGO

Coordinated by:
CHIARA DALL’OLIO

FabLab Barcelona Coordinator:
LUCIANA ASINARI

Communication strategy:
KATE ARMSTRONG

Mariana Quintero
Media Arts, Media Studies, Digital Literacy &
Embodied Cognition

Eduardo Chamorro
Digital Fabrication (Future Learning at Fab Lab
BCN)

Kate Armstrong
Communication Strategies (Distributes Design at
Fab Lab BCN)

Thomas Duggan
Materials and generative design (Thomas Duggan
Studio)

Guillem Camprodon
Computer Science, Tools and Platforms (Sense
Making at Fab Lab BCN)

Mara Balestrini
New business models, user engagement, HCI
(Ideas for Change)

Victor Barberán
Computer Science, Tools and Platforms (Sense
Making at Fab Lab BCN)

Jose Luis de Vicente
Digital Culture, Innovation and New Media Art
(Sonar+D)

Oscar Gonzalez
Computer Science, Tools and Platforms (Sense
Making at Fab Lab BCN)

Mercé Rua, Markel Cormenzana
Transition Design (Holon)

Anastasia Pistofidou
Materials and Embedded Technologies (Materials
and Textiles at Fab Lab BCN)

Andrés Colmenares
Speculative Research, Internet Post-technological
Future (IAM)

Jonathan Minchin
Design and Sustainability (Ecological Interactions
at Fab Lab BCN)

Carlos B. Steinblock
Blockchain (BTC-Guardian)

Nuria Conde Pueyo
Synthetic and Computational Biology (Universitat
Pompeu Fabra at PRBB)
Lucas Peña
Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning BCN)
Santi Fuentemilla
Digital Fabrication (Future Learning at Fab Lab BCN)
Xavier Domínguez
Digital Fabrication (Future Learning at Fab Lab BCN)

Jordi Riulas
Blockchain (Capital Cell)
Ariel Guersenzvaig
Design Research and Ethics (Elisava)
Ron Wakkary, Kristina Andersen, Angella
Mackey, David McCallum
Interaction Design, Industrial Design, Wearables,
Fashion, Media Art and Design Research
(Eindhoven University of Technology)

SPECIAL FACULTY & ADVISORS
Neil Gershenfeld
Center for Bits and Atoms at MIT

Heather Corcoran
Kickstarter

Indy Johar
Dark Matter Labs

Usman Haque
Umbrellium

Daniel Charny
From Now On

Mette Bak Andersen
Material Design (Material Design Lab at KEA)

Primavera de Filippi
CRNS – France

Saúl Baeza
DOES Work – Elisava

James Tooze
Royal College of Arts and Design

Pol Trias
Product Design, Data Visualization (Domestic
Data Streamers)

Liz Corbin
Institute of Making, UCL
Efraín Foglia
guifi.net

Sara González de Ubieta
Design, Material Experimentation / deubieta.com
Laura Clèries
Materials Innovation, Research Methodologies
(Elisava)
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PREVIOUS
PROJECTS

Fab City Summit
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JAKTO LAB
IA AC

MDEF ALUMNI
PROJECT

The project starts from something as simple as it is complex - how
children perceive and explore the world around them and it follows by
their ability and stubbornness in asking the ground question: why. By
using the build-in curiosity and creativity we can implement learning
methods that instead of preparing children to memorize things will
teach them to produce their own ideas and in the long run, problemsolving and answering approach.
My intervention aims at the gap between today’s tools and the skills
of the future. By including biodesign in children’s education, I want to
introduce cross-curricular possibilities. JAKTO LAB is focused on the
implementation of topics such as biomimicry and bionics,
biofabrication methods, biology hacking and more into the
educational process and providing tools and resources to make it
accessible.
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COLLECTIVE
EDIBLES
MDEF ALUMNI
PROJECT

An exploration into what we define as edible and the viability of
context-based agriculture. This project uses food, to talk about
food.
How we are going to feed generations to come, and how we will feed
ourselves in the coming decade? Across the media, in politics and
around the dinner table, we are accommodating polar varieties
of diets, all intrinsically related to how we construct our cultural
narratives which reflect who we are, how we eat and what we eat. This
project looks at methodologies for urban food production, including
that of insect farming. It extends futher to relate to the space of food
consumption, addressiong hot the two need to be relinked to change
negative-impact behaviours.
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Implementing biodesign in children’s education.
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THE& Third
PUERTA
Second
Term
PROJECT
MDEF ALUMNI
PROJECT

An intervention bringing machine learning, design and other
emergent technologies into the learning environment
The Puerta Project provides everything required to bring
machine learning and artificial intelligence principles to the
learning environment. The project applies design-based research
methodologies to create bespoke, fun and engaging STEAM
activities for children between the ages of 8-15, framing itself
within the growing field of ‘AI literacy’. The realisation of the project
consists of a series of workshops that not only make children aware
of the presence of machine learning in their lives but present it
as a tool to further and extend their practice, creativity and curiosity.

PHONE
FARM(ING)
MDEF ALUMNI
PROJECT

An intervention to reduce the negative effect of our phones on social
interaction while utilising idle sensor data and processor capacity.
Phone Farm(ing) utilises idle sensor data and processor capacity of our
phones while reducing their negative effect on social interaction. The
network of farm-stations will provide safe storage and charging for phones
whilst harvesting sensor data and processing power. These sources work
towards an open source cloud database and blockchain computing network.
Stations will be placed in social spaces like clubs, bars and restaurants. In
return for leaving your phone in the phone farm, you will be rewarded with
the undivided attention, interesting conversations with friends and
Attention Coins. The cloud network can be used for educational, scientific
and art projects.

attention
sourvenigty
The mere presence of smartphones has a negative effect on face to face
interactions. Moreover, the devices and services are designed to make
the user addicted. Billion-dollar companies perfected together with
designers, psychologists and neuroscientists the methods to grab our
attention. The challenge for us as users is to be aware of that the
sovereignty to decide on what we focus is targeted.

The Phone Farm(ing) system will be
accessible
for
any
cultural
and
communal project. The resources the
system can provide are able to support a
high variety of collective intelligence
projects.

big data &
collective
intelligence

cloud computing
network &
database

farmer

farm stations

Farmers are distributing power
and data to the network. In
return, they receive Attention Coins, which can be
redeemed for rewards or
be assigned to projects
they would like to
support.

Attention
Coin
is
a
blockchain
based
token
especially
emitted
for Phone Farm(ing).

runner

Attention
Coin

Undivided
attention to the person
next to us becomes
more
and
more
challenging, even
in
an
intimate
personal
conversation. Our attention span dropped
from 12 seconds to
about 8 over the
last decades.
Let’s create some
distraction-free
space
without
phones to focuse
on what is important.
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Runners
deploy
projects for the
network.
Everyone can be runner,
schools or universities,
a one-person developer,
artists,
city
councils
or labs.

social interaction
in distraction-free
zones

host
Hosts are facilities which are providing
Phone Farm(ing). The farms are placed mainly in social spaces like restaurants, bars,
cinemas and clubs.

decentralized
community owned

All data collected is anonymized and untraceable to the real identity of the
contributor. The whole system is decentralized as the
community owns it. The community provides the sources,
selects and hosts the projects without having one central
power to control any of these aspects.

Restaurants Bars Cinemas Concerts Clubs Festivals Schools Universities Work Hospitals

www.phonefarm.eu

github.com/gabor944/phonefarm

project@phonefarm.eu
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For the time we are
not on our phones, we
can let them work for
us to create a collective economy for realtime collaboration and
a democratised access to
„supercomputing“ power.

SMART
CITIZEN

Smart Citizen is a platform to generate participatory processes
of people in the cities. Connecting data, people and knowledge,
the objective of the platform is to serve as a node for building
productive and open indicators, and distributed tools, and
thereafter the collective construction of the city for its own
inhabitants.
The Smart Citizen project is based on geolocation, the Internet
and free hardware and software for data collection and sharing. It
connects people with their environment and their city to create more
effective and optimized relationships between resources, technology,
communities, services and events in the urban environment.
The project is born within Fab Lab Barcelona at the Institute for
Advanced Architecture of Catalonia, both focused centres on the
impact of new technologies at different scales of human habitat, from
the bits to geography. The project was made possible thanks to the
collaboration and active support of MID.
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OPEN SOURCE
BEEHIVES

The Open Source Beehives project is a network of citizen
scientists tracking bee decline. We use sensor enhanced
beehives and data science to study honeybee colonies
throughout the world. All of our technology and methods,
from the hive and sensor kit designs to the data, are
documented and made openly available for anyone to use.
The primary goal is to determine the cause(s) of bee decline,
to identify potential solutions, and to encourage networks of
concerned citizens to study and redress the issue through the use
of digital technologies in fabrication and information. The project
is founded on the belief that open source innovation is the most
direct way to address our global problems, and therefore, the
software, hardware, data, and methodologies used by it are the
perpetual property of the public domain.
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ROMI
ROBOTICS FOR
MICROFARMS

The Institute for Advanced Architecture of Catalonia coordinates
the EU project Robotics for Microfarms (ROMI) under the
framework H2020. IAAC is part of a consortium formed by a team of
interdisciplinary experts in computer science (Inria, Sony), robotics
and electronics (UBER, Sony, IAAC), plant modelling and agronomy
(CNRS, Inria), as well as microfarming (Châtelain) which will be in
charge of developing ROMI initiative, an open a lightweight robotics
platform for small farming land areas.
By implementing robotics in farmlands, ROMI will assist in
weed reduction and crop monitoring and it also will help in
reducing manual labour, saving farmers a 25% of their time.
The technology applied in this project will acquire detailed
information on sample plants and will be coupled with a drone,
developed by Noumena, that acquires more global information
at crop level.
Robotics for Microfarms will produce an integrated, multi-scale
picture of the crop development that will help the farmer monitor the
crops to increase efficient harvesting. This project aims to adapt and
extend state-of-the-art land-based and air-borne monitoring tools
to handle small fields with complex layouts and mixed crops. IAAC
in collaboration with an international consortium will develop and
bring to the market and affordable, multi-purpose, land-based robot,
integrated 3D plant analysis in the robot for detailed plant monitoring,
an aerial NERO drone for multi-scale crop monitoring and test the
effectiveness of this solution in real-world field conditions.
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TEXTILE,
CLOTHING &
BUSINESS
LABS

The current fashion ecosystem creates colossal amounts of waste
from the initial product manufacturing to product disposal.
The Textiles, Clothing and Business Labs (TCBL) is investigating
new ways of designing and making in the fashion industry,
creating a diverse contemporary industry consisting of sector
enterprises, innovation labs, service providers, and business
advisors. The objective of the TCBL is to build alternative paths
to over-production and reductive value, whilst returning 5% of
production capacity and reducing environmental footprint by 20%
within 2025.
Fab Lab Barcelona is contributing the space and expertise for
project development with its own experimental textile and bio
lab. The Fab Textiles lab established the Fabricademy course - an
educational programme which trains creative individuals to work at
the intersection of textiles, biology, digital fabrication and innovation.
Fabricademy was a program co-founded by Fab Lab Barcelona’s
Anastasia Pistofidou, Cecilia Raspanti and Fiore Basile in 2017. The Fab
Textiles Lab is an extensive space for imagination, generating projects
ranging from bioplastics, digital wearables, bacteria dying and more.
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FAB ACADEMY
MDEF

PARTNER
ORGANISATIONS

Fab Academy is a distributed educational program that offers a unique and collaborative learning
experience. Each participating Fab Lab provides the space, inventory and machines for students to
pursue their own project goals while interacting in a global classroom where they can share their
progress, ideas, problems and solutions. Fab Academy teaches a “learning to learn” approach, where
students share methods and practices in an open-source and collaborative environment. During
this 5-months program, students are supported by local instructors, who guide them in the various
assignments and topics covered each week. Every week is introduced via an interactive video stream
guided by Neil Gershenfeld, Director of the MIT’s CBA. At its core, Fab Academy empowers students
to learn by doing, inspires them to make stuff locally, and to become active participants in sustainable
cities and communities.

SPACE 10
Space 10 in Copenhagen is a research hub and exhibition space initiated by the Swedish furniture
company IKEA. The innovation lab explores how different approaches and trends might influence home
design and the future of living. Focused on sustainability and responsible business models the hub has
been operating since 2015. SPACE10 integrates four different labs that conduct research on important
topics that might change the way people live in the future: “The Farm”, “Do you speak human?”, “Possible
Cities” and “Build with Spaces”.

SEEED STUDIO
Seeed Studio is a platform for global creative technologists to turn ideas into products, by providing
open technology and agile manufacturing. Seeed’s IoT Hardware Innovation Lab (x.factory), situated in
the heart of Shenzhen, China, serves as an IoT hardware lab for developers with prototyping tools and
equipment, as well as a community of tech partners. The x.factory is operated by Chaihuo Maker Space,
Shenzhen’s first and leading maker space since 2011, and it is the headquarter of Seeed Studio. It’s an
“open factory” with production-level equipment for in-house prototyping and small-batch production
services, as well as co-working spaces to make projects. The x.factory helps members to connect to
Shenzhen’s vast resources in supply chain, as well as industry and market opportunities in China.

The Academany - The Academy of (almost) Anything. With the increasing availability and ease of use
of digital tools and systems, both in the world of fabrication, biology and design, the possibility to
solve problems locally is becoming greater every day. But, often overlooked, the tools and means to
build objects destined for everyday use, or to safely use synthetic biology to locally produce energy
or medicine, is not at all easy or trivial. The Academany is a new global educational structure that
offers high level education all over the globe at connected sites, offering the same infrastructure to all
students.

KICKSTARTER
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The Academany - The Academy of (almost) Anything. With the increasing availability and ease of use
of digital tools and systems, both in the world of fabrication, biology and design, the possibility to
solve problems locally is becoming greater every day. But, often overlooked, the tools and means to
build objects destined for everyday use, or to safely use synthetic biology to locally produce energy
or medicine, is not at all easy or trivial. The Academany is a new global educational structure that
offers high level education all over the globe at connected sites, offering the same infrastructure to all
students.
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The Institute for Advanced
Architecture of Catalonia (IAAC)
is an international centre for
research, education, production
and outreach, with the mission of
envisioning the future habitat of
our society and building it in the
present.

WELCOME TO
THE INSTITUTE
FOR ADVANCED
ARCHITECTURE
OF CATALONIA
42
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Based in Barcelona, the Institute
offers multidisciplinary programmes
that explore international urban
and territorial phenomena, with an
emphasis on the opportunities that
arise from the emergent territories,
and the cultural, economic and
social values that architecture can
contribute to today’s society.
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IAAC
THE INSTITUTE
FOR ADVANCED
ARCHITECTURE
OF CATALONIA

In collaboration with these entities,
the Institute develops various research
programmes that bring together
experts in different disciplines such
as architecture, engineering, biology,
sociology, anthropology and other fields of
investigation.
IAAC has made a name for itself as a centre
of international reference, welcoming
students and researchers from over 60
different countries.

IAAC IS
EDUCATION

IAAC IS
HERITAGE

IAAC IS
RESEARCH

IAAC IS
COMMUNITY

IAAC IS
OUTREACH

IAAC IS
INNOVATION

With a wide range of
pioneering master
programmes, giving the next
generation of architects and
changemakers the space to
imagine, test and shape the
future of cities, architecture
and technology.

With the Valldaura Labs,
a self-sufficient research
centre located in the
Collserola Metropolitan
park, 20 minutes from
the centre of Barcelona
and surrounded by 140
hectares of forest, where
a series of laboratories
are implemented for the
production and testing of
Energy, Food and Things.

Thanks to a series of
projects with industry as
well as projects funded by
the European Union and
developed in collaboration
with public and private
European partners,
oriented to explore the
role of technology in our
society and cities.

Beyond its educational
and pro-research work,
seeks permanent contact
and cooperation among
the hundreds of teachers,
researchers, institutions
and companies that have
worked with us or that pursue
the objective of providing
solutions to the great
challenges of humanity.

Through lectures,
publications, exhibitions
and competitions. Thanks
to initiatives such as the
IAAC Lecture Series, the
Advanced Architecture
Contest or the Responsive
Cities Symposium, IAAC
promotes its values in
the discussion about
architecture, cities, society
and technology, facing
the nowadays worldwide
challenges.

With the Fab Lab Barcelona,
the first and most
advanced digital production
laboratory in EU, and the
Green Fab Lab, the first
digital fabrication laboratory
oriented to self-sufficiency:
two places where you can
build almost anything.
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Fab Lab Barcelona has
consolidated its role within
the Fab Lab Network as one
of the worldwide leaders
of the Digital Fabrication
Revolution as well as the
Coordinator of the Fab
Academy Programme.
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IAAC sets out to take Research and
Development to architecture and
urbanism, and create multidisciplinary
knowledge networks. To this end, the
Institute works in collaboration with several
cities and regions, industrial groups,
research centres, including the City Council
of Barcelona, the Collserola Natural Park,
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology
(MIT), the City Intelligence Lab of AIT, as well
as diverse companies among which CISCO,
Endesa, BuroHappold Engineering, Carlo
Ratti Associati, MVRDV and many others.

PUJADES
CAMPUS

IAAC is located in the Poblenou neighbourhood of
Barcelona, in the recently created district known as 22@,
an international reference for companies and institutions
oriented toward the knowledge society. In the 22@, cuttingedge firms, universities, research and training centres
are integrated with different agents of promotion that
facilitate interaction and communication among them.

IAAC is housed in two old factory buildings,
with 4.000 m2 of space for research,
production and
dissemination of architecture.

The neighbourhood is close to the historic centre and the
seafront, and features some of the most iconic landmarks
of the city such as the Agbar Tower and the Design Hub
building. The ongoing projects of the Plaça de les Glòries
and the Sagrera APT station are also making it one of the
most dynamic enclaves in the city.

The space itself is a declaration of principles,
embodying an experimental and productive
approach to architecture.
The IAAC Pujades Campus premises include
the Fab Lab Barcelona, an architecture and
design-oriented digital fabrication laboratory,
and a second Fabrication Laboratory, entirely
dedicated to the development of IAAC students
projects.

VALLDAURA
CAMPUS
Valldaura Labs is IAAC’s second campus located in
the Collserola Park, the green heart of Barcelona’s
Metropolitan Area.
The campus is a 140 hectares park and testing
ground for innovation, that features the latest
technologies in the fields of energy, information and
fabrication.
The core of this innovative project developed by
IAAC is a series of laboratories that work to set a
new benchmark for self-sufficiency.
The Valldaura Labs premises include the Green Fab
Lab, a fabrication laboratory oriented towards selfsufficient and productive solutions. The Food Lab
and the Energy Lab, allowing students to research
the specifics of the production of key elements
involved in self-sufficiency.
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ELISAVA Barcelona School of Design and
Engineering is the pioneer academy in this
field in Spain, with more than half a century
of experience. Founded in 1961, it promotes
education, knowledge, research, development
and innovation on design.
Associated with the Universitat Pompeu Fabra
(UPF), ELISAVA offers a Degree in Design, a
Degree in Engineering in Industrial Design and a
wide range of Master and Postgraduate programs
in the areas of Space Design and Architecture;
Graphic Design and Communication; Product
Design; Design, Strategy and Management; and
Interaction Design; to which must be added
the MUDIC, first official Master in Design and
Communication in Spain, and the innovative
Master in Creative Process, to be taught from
2018.
Through the relationship with businesses,
institutions and society, ELISAVA trains its
students to encompass professional challenges
in an international context and it also delves into
practical work and stimulates critical reflection
among them, so they finish their studies with the
ability to answer the needs of an evolving society.

ELISAVA

BARCELONA SCHOOL
OF DESIGN
& ENGINEERING
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Inspiring, multidisciplinary, knowledge-generator
and trendsetter, our centre trains professionals
who will challenge the future.
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www.iaac.net - www.iaacblog.com
www.valldaura.net - www.fablabbcn.org
To apply: applications@iaac.net
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